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England. Jamaica is examined as a case study. Here, as in many tourist areas, although 
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 WATERFALLS: RESOURCES FOR RECREATION AND TOURISM 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Among those who enjoy open air recreation and take delight in landscape beauty, there 
are some who can be variously described as "waterfall lovers", "waterfall buffs" or 
"waterfall fans" (Plumb 1989:9, 249).  There are even "waterfall collectors" (Plumb 
1989:13),  learned in "waterfall-ology" (Kelliher 1990: ix) who go "waterfalling" 
(Welsh 1992:7) for pleasure.  That waterfalls are enjoyed by many people, young and 
old, all over the world, is evidenced by the large number of topographical books, travel 
literature and tourist guide-books which prominently feature these landforms.  This 
enjoyment together with technological innovations, particularly in transport, and the 
growth in leisure activity over the past century (Roberts 1978), has led to increased 
numbers of visitors at waterfalls and to the deliberate exploitation of these popular 
landscape features for recreation and tourism. 
 
What follows, therefore, is an analysis of waterfalls as resources for recreation and 
tourism, particularly their roles as attractions.  No attempt is made to analyse in detail 
the aesthetic pleasures that we derive from waterfalls, this particular experience of 
landscape being the subject of another paper now in preparation.  Here it suffices to 
recognise that for a long time  and in widely different geographical and cultural 
contexts, waterfalls have been regarded as beautiful, sometimes sublime, sometimes 
picturesque, and have often been chosen as subjects for paintings and poetry.  They 
have inspired writers and painters from the early Sung dynasty in China to Romantic 
Europe and North America; and in non-literate societies waterfalls commonly feature in 
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myth and legend (Rashleigh 1935).  Sightseers have long been attracted to the spectacle 
of tumbling rivers and streams and according to Shepard (1967:254) falls "have been 
primary  tourist attractions for a thousand years".  Indeed, Eadington and Smith 
(1994:4) remind us that Tivoli, noted for its gardens and waterfalls, became a popular 
Roman holiday centre some two thousand years ago.This landscape taste has 
contributed to the development of many tourist destinations, including Niagara, Victoria 
and Iguassu Falls where waterfalls are the major attraction, and Yosemite and 
Yellowstone National Parks,  Switzerland, Iceland, Norway and New Zealand, where 
they are important aspects of the scenic attractions. 
 
While there is a considerable literature on waterfalls, most of it is either plainly 
descriptive or impressionistic. Much has been written on waterfalls as energy  
resources, but as resources for recreation and tourism they have been largely neglected 
in scholarly literature. In an attempt to address this lacuna, the present study seeks to 
demonstrate how waterfalls can be categorised and discussed within the theoretical 
frameworks developed by economists, geographers and others who have contributed to 
the study of recreation and tourism, and the exploitation of landscape resources. 
 
WATERFALL RESOURCES, DESTINATIONS AND ATTRACTIONS  
 
Drawing from examples from various parts of the world, this paper examines the human 
response to waterfalls in the light of published work on resource development, 
particularly their exploitation as destinations and, especially, attractions of different 
types for recreation and tourism.  The discussion ranges widely in time and space and is 
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illustrated with examples from various parts of the world, including North America and 
Europe.  The island of Jamaica is selected for more detailed examination to demonstrate 
the relationships between the  theoretical concepts discussed earlier in the paper.  
Jamaica is a particularly appropriate choice because, although like most destinations, its 
visitors come mainly for reasons other than the attraction of waterfalls, these landscape 
features play a very important role in that country=s tourist industry.  Moreover, an 
examination of the very intensive exploitation of some of Jamaica=s waterfalls and 
related environmental problems provides a case study which may be useful to those who 
seek to promote sustainable development in many parts of the world, particularly where 
tourist destinations and attractions already exist or are planned. 
 
Destinations 
Destinations noted for their waterfalls, like other tourist destinations, range widely in 
spatial scale from a fairly narrowly defined locality to a large region, which may 
embrace a whole county, extend widely across international boundaries, or even include 
several countries (Ashworth and Voogd 1990).  Scandinavia, Norway and Bergen can 
all be regarded (and are marketed) as tourist destinations, but although waterfalls are 
among the important attractions which the region, country and city offer, none of the 
Scandinavian falls could be classified as a destination. 
 
A tourist destination "is a place having characteristics which are known to a sufficient 
number of potential visitors to justify its consideration as an entity, attracting travel to 
itself, independent of the attractions of other locations" (Mathieson and Wall 1982:12).  
Perhaps only two or three waterfalls come into the category of tourist destination - 
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Niagara, Victoria and possibly Iguassu Falls.  These famous natural wonders are 
sufficiently attractive in their own right to generate long distance travel and the 
development of substantial tourism infrastructure at or near the site. The development 
also includes additional attractions, such as the popular white water rafting, bungee 
jumping and African culture and wildlife activities at Victoria Falls. 
 
Victoria Falls, famous since David Livingstone=s "discovery" in 1855, became 
accessible to tourists when the railway from Cape Town reached there in 1904, but did 
not become a popular  tourist destination until the rapid expansion of international travel 
which followed the introduction of the jet air-liner.  Niagara Falls, however, was already 
an established destination when the interior of Africa was yet mostly unknown to the 
European world.  Later in the nineteenth century,  Niagara Falls was to become a 
popular resort for honeymoon couples (Shields 1991). 
 
Many other destinations are famous for their waterfalls, but it is not these alone which 
attract the tourists.  Rather, it is the splendid scenery in which the falls form important, 
even essential, elements.  Innumerable mountain resorts and national park areas come 
into this category, California=s Yosemite Valley and Switzerland=s Lauterbrunnental 
being outstanding examples. 
 
Tourist destinations are characterised by natural or cultural attractions, often both, 
together with infrastructure which facilitates and promotes their economic exploitation.  
Among the essential services which a tourist destination provides are food and shelter 
necessary for an extended stay.  In contrast, a tourist attraction does not necessarily 
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have these facilities, although refreshment stalls, and even restaurants are not 
uncommon at such places.  Also many attractions offer tourist accommodation at or 
near the site. 
 
While most waterfalls remain more or less in their natural state, many of the more 
popular ones have undergone some development which may include food and drink 
outlets of different kinds and even accommodation.  Popular waterfalls  often have a 
range of eating places nearby, sometimes including good restaurants; and 
accommodation available there may be in the form of modest camp grounds or luxury 
hotels.  Today, the Lodore Swiss Hotel in the English Lake District,  established in the 
19th century,  is possibly more famous for its cuisine than for the beautiful cascades in 
its grounds, the Lodore Falls celebrated by Wordsworth and Southey.  These were two 
of the nineteenth century Romantic poets who, unwittingly, helped to make the Lake 
District a popular tourist destination and to bring to public attention many of that 
beautiful region=s scenic attractions, including the waterfalls there. 
 
Attractions 
Tourist attractions have been defined by Goodall (1990:262) as "place characteristics, 
often unique, e.g. natural environment or historic artefacts, or events, such as festivals 
and sporting occasions".  It will readily be seen that attractions, by this definition, could 
also include many places regarded as tourist destinations.  Yellowstone National Park, 
Venice, the Trinidad Carnival and the Wimbledon Tennis Tournament, which 
correspond with the kinds of attractions mentioned by Goodall, are, for many people, 
tourist destinations in their own right.  The difference between destination and attraction 
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is sometimes one of scale, as between New York City, Manhattan, Greenwich Village 
and the Village Vanguard jazz club for example, but perhaps more important are the 
extent and intensity of attraction. 
 
For many British holiday makers the Yorkshire Dales area is a tourist destination, but 
for most American vacationers it is more likely to be regarded as just one of the many 
attractions which the English or British destination can offer.  Among the many notable 
attractions of the Yorkshire Dales, which include beautiful valleys and picturesque 
villages, are numerous waterfalls, some quite well known in Britain, but mostly unheard 
of in America.  Tourism in the Yorkshire Dales and Moors has received a boost from 
the popular success of James Herriot=s stories about the life of a country veterinarian.  
Herriot=s books, and the successful television series based on them can be regarded as 
>markers= according to MacCannell=s (1976:41) definition of "a tourist attraction as an 
empirical relationship between a tourist, a sight and a marker ( a piece of information 
about a sight)." 
 
In the early nineteenth century the published works of the Lake Poets became "markers" 
 for the English Lake District which developed into a popular tourist destination; and 
the writings which mentioned particular localities, such as Aira Force and the Lodore 
Falls, two waterfalls featured in Wordsworth=s poems, no doubt acted as markers for 
these formerly little known places which were thus transformed into attractions.  In 
Switzerland the Reichenbach Falls were already a well-known tourist attraction when 
Arthur Conan Doyle decided to kill off Sherlock Holmes there, but the "marking" of this 
natural landscape feature was no doubt reinforced by the widely published and very 
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controversial demise of the popular fictional hero. 
 
Today the promotion of tourist attractions and destinations is a huge global industry in 
which the generation of "markers" plays an important role, largely through 
advertisements in "The Media", but MacCannell (1976:41) notes "that markers may take 
different forms: guidebooks, informational tablets, slide shows, travelogues, souvenir 
matchbooks, etc."  In MacCannell=s model the tourist can be interpreted as a user of a 
product the creation which involves a process that involves, among other things, a 
resource  (the "sight") and information about it  (the "marker").  The present paper 
focuses on the resource, in this case, waterfalls, and while the "sight", the object of "the 
tourist gaze" (Urry 1992),  is an important aspect of the subject, the site and situation 
and the many ways of exploiting and experiencing waterfalls are also emphasised in the 
following discussion. 
 
Waterfalls as Resources 
In treating waterfalls as gifts of nature which can be used to satisfy human wants and  
be exploited for profit, it may be helpful to consider these landforms within an existing 
conceptual framework which classifies and shows relationships between natural 
resources of various kinds.  Before proceeding, however,  it is necessary to point out 
that, while a distinction can be made between "landscape" and "scenery" (Jackson 
1984:156), in the following discussion the two terms are used more or less 
interchangeably.   Perhaps "landscape" is used more in Relph=s (1981:22) sense of 
"everything that I see and sense when I am out of doors", while "scenery" is applied 
more to landscape with which there is a strictly visual aesthetic engagement. 
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"Scenic resources" are mentioned in Haggett=s  (1983:200)  typology of natural 
resources, but they are fitted in rather uncomfortably under the heading, "Others", 
belonging properly to neither "Renewable" nor the "Non-renewable" categories.  
Zimmermann (1933,1951,1964), in his classic work, World Resources and Industries, 
referred  to natural and cultural landscapes, and quoted Isiah Bowman (1934) who 
wrote, "The dark and forbidding mountains of one epoch became the playground and 
inspiration of another epoch" (quoted in Zimmermann, 1964:13).  Bowman=s words 
express the fundamental idea, which Zimmermann elaborated in his book, that 
"resources are not, they become" (Zimmermann, 1964:21).  Nevertheless, Zimmermann 
did not discuss landscape as resource for recreation and tourism, and although he 
referred to "the waterfall that drives the turbines" (Zimmermann 1964:118), he did not 
identify waterfalls as scenic resources. 
 
It is, however, worth  repeating here Zimmermann=s functional interpretation of 
resources which is as relevant today as when first proposed in 1933.  In Mitchell=s 
(1989:1) words, Zimmermann "argued that neither the environment as such nor parts of 
the environment are resources until they are, or are considered to be, capable of 
satisfying human needs.  That is, resources are an expression of appraisal and represent 
an entirely subjective concept."  Thus for many millions of years after it was deposited, 
coal was not a resource because there were no people to use it.  Indeed, for most of 
human existence coal was not a resource because there were no people "whose wants 
and capabilities gave it utility" (Mitchell 1989:1)  As Zimmermann (1964:21) 
explained, resources "are not static, but expand and contract in response  to human 
wants and human actions."  Zimmermann (1964:30-31) distinguished between "basic, 
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or natural, creature, or existence wants", those related to the survival of the individual or 
group such as food and shelter, and "culture wants".  The latter add variety and 
refinement to the quality of life, such as a taste for beauty.  One expression of this is the 
enjoyment of landscape. 
 
The combined features on the earth=s surface that we now perceive as landscape or 
scenery were not scenic resources until they were, or were considered to be capable of 
satisfying human wants.  It is, perhaps, because of their inherent complexity that "scenic 
resources" are classified by Haggett (1983) under the heading "Others".  Nevertheless, 
scenic resources usually contain renewable resources such as the timber, field crops and 
stream flow mentioned by Haggett, but, unfortunately, they are commonly altered or 
even destroyed by tourist development and use.  Although scenic resources may not be 
considered renewable in the strict sense, places which possess them can be >multi-
sold...simultaneously to different groups of customers for different purposes= 
(Ashworth and Voogd 1990:9) repeatedly over long periods of time, perhaps 
indefinitely.  As one tourism promoter used to put it,">I like selling scenery because at 
the end you still have it" (quoted in Stamp 1963:184).  Even if, as some believe, the 
enjoyment of landscape has its origins in the remote past (Hudson, 1992), it was not 
exploited economically until relatively recently.  Indeed, if we accept Yi-Fu Tuan=s 
(1995:135) assertion that "Appreciation of landscape is an urban aesthetic", it was not 
until people began to live in towns that they could begin to enjoy scenery consciously. 
 
Landscape is one of several aspects of the countryside which have undergone extensive 
commodification associated with the market-oriented politics and economics of recent 
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decades, and in Britain, as elsewhere, pay-as-you-enter or pay-as-you-use rural 
attractions have proliferated (Cloke 1993).  This is not an entirely new phenomenon, 
however.  Tourists have long been accustomed to paying for the privilege of enjoying 
landscape, including viewing scenery, and waterfalls, commonly hidden away in narrow 
gorges or wooded valleys, lend themselves particularly well to this kind of economic 
exploitation.  As early as the 1830s, with improved access by canal and rail, Niagara 
Falls were suffering from uncontrolled tourism development. "Private developers 
quickly acquired the best overlooks, then forced travellers to pay handsomely for the 
privilege of using them.  By 1860 gatehouses and fences rimmed the falls from every 
angle" (Runte 1987:6).  Public outrage at the excessive commercialisation of Niagara 
Falls was an important factor in the growth of the national park movement in America. 
 
By this time,  natural landscape or scenery had become a resource, something for which 
there was a demand and which could be exploited for economic gain.  Largely because 
of the romantic tastes of the period, certain types of landscape were regarded as 
particularly  attractive, and wild nature had an especially strong appeal.  Depending 
largely on scale and weather conditions, waterfalls could possess qualities of the 
sublime or the picturesque, both of which appealed to romantic taste. 
 
Shepard (1967:254) asserted that, "as fundamental to the wonders of nature... Falls 
belong to a category which includes fire, clouds and even trees tossing in the wind."  
Unlike fire, clouds and wind-tossed trees, however, waterfalls are not ubiquitous and, 
indeed, may be regarded as curiosities of nature along with caves, geysers and glaciers.  
Thus they have scarcity value. 
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Resource-based and user-oriented attractions 
The classic supply and demand approach to leisure and recreation research was 
pioneered in the 1950s and >60s by Clawson and Knetsch whose study of outdoor 
recreation in the USA was published in 1966 under the title, Economics of Outdoor 
Recreation.  They devised a three-fold classification of outdoor recreation areas: "At 
one extreme....are the user-oriented areas....Their most important characteristic is their 
ready accessibility to users....Resource-based areas are at the other extreme.  Their 
dominant characteristic is their outstanding physical resources...Intermediate areas lie 
between these two extremes, both geographically and in terms of use" (Clawson and 
Knetsch 1966:36). 
 
This useful simple concept was adopted by Allan Patmore in his work on recreation and 
leisure in Britain (Patmore 1970, 1983).  In his book, Land and Leisure,  Patmore 
(1970:175) wrote, "Land devoted to recreation falls into two broad categories, resource-
based and user-oriented, though these are not mutually exclusive.  In the former case it 
is the quality of the resource irrespective of its location which is important.  It may be a 
unique landscape, as in the National Parks, or a scarce resource of a different kind - for 
example crags of high quality for the climber, or the habitant of a rare species of animal 
or wild flower.  Adequate quality is attraction enough: those who wish to exploit the 
resource will not be deferred unduly by distance and its appeal may well be national 
rather than regional or local." 
 
Although not mentioned specifically by Patmore, waterfalls may also come into the 
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resource-based category, as long as the "quality of the resource" is "adequate".  
Spectacular Niagara, Victoria, Iguassu and Yosemite Falls attract visitors from all over 
the world.  Increasingly tourists are flown in to see South America=s Angel Falls, the 
world=s highest, and Kaieteur Falls, among the most impressive.  In Australia, too, 
tourists are flown to see from the air Jim Jim Falls and Twin Falls during the wet season 
when the waterfalls of Kakadu are at their best, and the rough motor vehicle tracks to 
them, always difficult, are often impassable. 
 
As Patmore (1983) noted, resource based attractions can be divided into three 
subcategories: (i) those where an existing resource is open to the general public, 
sometimes without charge, sometimes with an invitation to make a donation for upkeep, 
and sometimes with an entrance fee; (ii) those which are developed with additional 
attractions; and (iii) those which are created resources, ranging from the adaptation of 
an existing resource to a new use to the creation of something completely new. 
 
Attractions which belong to the first of these three categories include historic buildings, 
natural wonders and places of scenic beauty.  With the provision of car parks, 
refreshment facilities, toilets, souvenir shops, interpretation centres and the like, 
attractions in the first category may eventually be more appropriately classified as 
belonging to the second.  In some cases the additional attractions may even vie with the 
original one in importance, as at stately homes with zoos, wild-life parks and museums, 
and scenic gorges with white-water rafting, bungy jumping and joy flights.  To the third 
category belong conversions such as old steam railways now run only for leisure and 
tourism purposes, worked out flooded gravel pits now used for water based recreation, 
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as well as entirely new creations such as model villages and theme parks. 
 
It may be useful to relate waterfalls to this threefold classification of resource based 
attractions.  Many waterfalls in their natural state are accessible to the public and thus 
belong to the first category.  These falls can be visited on country walks or wilderness 
hikes, or can be seen from mountain roads, for example.  In some cases, especially 
where the land is in private ownership, an entrance fee may be charged.  At these places 
direction signs, footpaths, fences and even viewing platforms are often provided for the 
convenience and safety of the visitors, thus developing the site as a tourist attraction, 
improving it for some, possibly degrading it for others. One mid-nineteenth century 
American writer, cited by Shepard (1967:149), cynically described the way in which the 
Catskill Falls, celebrated by painters of the Hudson River school, had been exploited for 
tourism.  There, after refreshments in the bar-room overlooking the sight and payment 
of twenty-five cents, the visitor could look down from a balcony at the falls which were 
"turned on" for the spectator by a boy who opened a sluice. 
   
An interesting English example is The Waterfalls Walk, near the Yorkshire Dales 
village of Ingleton, a tourist attraction since the eighteenth century (Anon. 1969; 
Pontefract, and Hartley 1939; Welsh,  1990). This pedestrian circuit links several little 
falls and rapids on two confluent streams, including Thornton Foss or Force, a 
traditional name which contains a northern English word for waterfall, and others, such 
as the Rival Falls whose names suggest the imagination of the tourism promoter.  The 
popularity of the Waterfalls Walk grew during the nineteenth century when Ingleton 
became accessible by rail, stimulating commercial tourist development.  For a time, the 
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two nearby ravines with their series of pretty waterfalls were managed by two separate 
groups of tourism promoters, stimulating intense competition and rank commercialism, 
a situation which continued until both attractions fell into common ownership (Anon., 
1969). One sensitive Edwardian guidebook author observed that, "The approaches to 
these two gems of scenery were formerly rendered unsightly by the vulgar and huge 
hoardings. These have happily been removed. Still, what directions there are up and 
down the glens are very clumsy and unkempt" (Baddeley 1906:126).                        
                                                                                                                                       By 
the beginning of the twentieth century, not only were there direction signs, footpaths, 
wooden steps and bridges, the maintenance of which were paid for from the proceeds of 
the sixpenny entrance fee, but one or two light refreshment huts had been erected 
opposite the Pecca Falls (Baddeley 1906).  More recent improvements include the 
provision of a car park, and concrete steps have been built in some places.  A small 
refreshment hut can still be found not far from Pecca Falls (Welsh 1990). 
 
A few kilometres north of Ingleton, near Hawes, is Hardraw Force, one of England=s 
best known waterfalls, celebrated by Wordsworth and Turner.  A charge for admission 
to the waterfall has long been made at the village inn behind which it lies on property 
formerly owned by Lord Wharncliff.  In late Victorian times a bandstand was erected in 
the natural amphitheatre created by the slender 30 metre fall, and concerts were 
sometimes held there, a practice revived in 1959 (Oldham 1979).  It was also during 
Victoria=s reign that the torrential stream, swollen by an exceptional rainstorm, 
destroyed the overhanging ledge of rock which formed the lip of the fall so that the 
water no longer fell in a sheer curtain.  Defying the processes of nature, however, Lord 
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Wharncliff had the lip of the waterfall repaired, the artificial brink projecting the water 
beyond the cliff face so that it was again possible to walk behind the fall. 
 
Despite the improvements - the footpath, the bandstand and occasional concert, and the 
interference with natural processes of erosion - Hardraw Force is still probably best 
described as a tourist attraction which is essentially an existing natural resource open to 
the public.  There are some waterfalls, however, where the degree of human interference 
and the provision of additional attractions, put them into Patmore=s second category. 
 
In terms of size and the level of development, the Montmorency Falls near Quebec city, 
Canada, are in a class totally different from the modest waterfalls of the Yorkshire 
Dales.  A two page profile sheet supplied by the Montmorency Falls Park in 1996, 
includes the following information: 
                                                                                                                     
DESCRIPTION OF PRODUCT 
! Natural and historic site; 
! Falls 272 feet (83 metres) in height (100 feet (30 metres) higher than Niagara); 
! Cable car, interpretation centre, pedestrian footbridge across the falls, 
panoramic stairs to base of the falls, boutiques; 
! Restaurant and terrace with panoramic view, reception halls; 
! Fall foliage, guides, nature interpretation, special events, hiking, safari photos; 
! Mountain climbing and sliding in winter (sugarloaf); 
! International musical firework competition (Wednesdays and Saturdays from 
July 17 to August 13, 1996). Teams from Spain, Italy, China, France and 
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Portugal; 
! Summer theatre presenting Molière plays. 
 
Clearly, the Montmorency Falls Park is a good example of a resource-based attraction 
developed with additional attractions.  In this case, the attraction is based on two 
existing resources, one natural Χ the impressive waterfall, the other cultural Χ the 
historic building.  However, the name, Montmorency Falls Park, and the activity 
emphasis, suggest that the waterfall itself forms the nucleus of the attraction.  While 
many of the">attraction"= of the attraction are related directly to the waterfall, including 
several different ways of looking at it Χ from the footbridge, panoramic stairs, terrace 
and cable car, others are obviously additional Χ the firework displays, music and 
theatrical performances, for example. 
 
Where waterfalls do not occur naturally, they may be provided by artificial means as 
created resources, the third of Patmore=s categories.  Artificial waterfalls are of 
surprisingly wide occurrence, being found outdoors in city parks and at resort 
swimming pools, and indoors in shopping malls, hotel foyers and restaurants, for 
example. They may even be found at sea, on luxury cruise ships, notably the flamboyant 
Champagne Waterfall  described in a brochure cited by Pattullo (1996:169), or in a 
desert city such as  the gambling resort of Las Vegas, with its remarkable downtown 
artificial waterfalls. 
 
Visitors do not flock to Las Vegas for waterfalls, however.  If the artificial waterfalls 
there can be regarded as part of the city=s attractions, they are user-oriented rather than 
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resource based.  The most important characteristic of user-oriented creation areas is 
their ready accessibility to users (Clawson and Knetsch 1966).  Originally thought of in 
terms of urban environments, user-oriented areas is a term which is now generally 
applied to all those where location rather than quality is a prime importance.  To 
illustrate this,  Patmore (1970) gives the example of the angler who, though familiar 
with more productive waters in grander settings, goes to a local canal for an evening=s 
fishing.  For this person, a well-stocked stream in a distant mountain valley would 
represent a resource-based attraction, one to which the keen angler might be drawn 
when going on vacation; the canal on the edge of town is a user-oriented recreation area, 
not necessarily a particularly good fishing spot but conveniently close for frequent 
visits. 
 
Most of the waterfalls discussed so far, in particular the English examples, have been 
described as resource based attractions, but it is also possible to consider them as user-
oriented.  The English waterfalls are readily accessible to a large population living in a 
relatively small area in a country which for most tourist purposes is noted mainly for its 
historical and cultural attractions, and for its humanised landscapes rather than wild 
nature.  It could be argued that the waterfalls of northern England are visited largely 
because they are more accessible (to the English) than the more famous spectacular falls 
in distant lands.  It would be interesting to know how many of the overseas visitors to 
Britain, when touring the Lake District or Yorkshire Dales, make a point of seeing the 
waterfalls there.  And are Dutch tourists more inclined to visit these falls than are, say, 
the Norwegians or Canadians? 
 
Jamaican Waterfalls and Tourism 
Very different from British falls in terms of natural environment and the ways in which 
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they are exploited for recreation and tourism are the waterfalls of Jamaica. These are 
worth studying for several reasons, not least of which is that Dunn=s River Falls, near 
the Jamaican seaside resort of Ocho Rios, are probably among one of the world=s most 
visited waterfalls.  This tourist attraction receives nearly a million paying visitors 
annually, with up to 3000 in a single day ( information faxed by Dunn=s River Falls 
Assistant Manager, J.Watson 1996). Yet most visitors to Jamaica are not attracted to the 
island especially because of its waterfalls.  Jamaica has long been successfully marketed 
as >a sun and sea destination= (Mather and Todd 1993:100).  When asked, "what two or 
three things were you most looking for on this trip",  a sample of 3986 visitors to 
Jamaica responded by putting at the top of their list Warm Climate (71.4 percent), 
followed by Relaxing/Resting (51.1 per cent) and Beaches (43.4 percent).  There 
followed Fun and Excitement/Adventure (27.6 percent), Beautiful Scenery (23.1 
percent) and Romantic Atmosphere (15.7 percent) (Jamaica Government 1987:14). 
 
The following examination of the role of waterfalls in Jamaica=s tourism will show that 
as visitor attractions, they have relevance to most, if not all, of the desiderata identified 
in the visitor survey, and that these landscape resources are used not only as scenery to 
be looked at, but as places to be enjoyed in a variety of ways. 
 
Ever since the voyages of Columbus, the cascading streams of the Caribbean have 
enchanted visitors (Chanca 1969), and by the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries 
writers and artists who lived in or visited the West Indies were celebrating the 
picturesque and sublime beauties of the waterfalls which they saw there.  In Jamaica, 
writers such as Edward Long (1774) and William Beckford (1790), and artists, notably 
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James Hakewill (1825) and Joseph Kidd (1838) portrayed the beauties of the landscape, 
including several of the island=s waterfalls.  Others who recorded Jamaica=s waterfalls 
included pioneer photographer, Adolphe Duperly (1844) and Dr. James Johnston (1903) 
whose superb photographs were reproduced on early post cards and postage stamps, and 
were used to illustrate his promotional book, Jamaica: The New Riviera.  Among the 
plates contained in this volume are views of waterfalls, including those on the White 
and Roaring Rivers which have since been sacrificed for hydro-electric power 
generation. It was only since the degradation of the Roaring River Falls, once one of 
Jamaica=s chief scenic attractions, and the loss of the falls on the White River which 
Dr. Johnston sought to promote for tourism, that the now famous Dunn=s River Falls 
came to prominence.  While most of today=s tourists come to Jamaica mainly for a 
sunny beach vacation, they are told in advertisements on the roadside and in tourist 
brochures, "If you haven=t been to the Falls, you haven=t been to Jamaica". With a 
million visitors annually, Dunn=s River Falls are easily the island=s chief individual 
attraction. 
 
This series of waterfalls has all the classic characteristics of a user-oriented recreation 
resource, particularly accessibility.  Only four kilometres from the centre of the 
important coastal resort town of Ocho Rios, Dunn=s River Falls are actually spanned by 
Jamaica=s main highway which links the capital, Kingston, with Montego Bay, the 
island=s second city and chief tourist centre.  Moreover, the falls cascade onto one of 
Jamaica=s most attractive and popular beaches, on that part of the developed north coast 
nearest to Kingston, the country=s largest  city.   The Falls are also accessible in a way 
which is relatively unusual in that their terraced formation, resulting from the deposition 
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of travertine precipitated by the lime-charged water, invites visitors to climb up the 
cascading waterfall making their way against the current up the river-bed itself.  This is 
a popular visitor activity which is now actively promoted by Jamaica=s tourist industry, 
and one which has been imitated elsewhere in the island where the commercial success 
of Dunn=s River Falls has stimulated the exploitation of other waterfalls as attractions. 
 
It so happens that several of Jamaica=s most notable waterfalls are formed along the 
developed coastal strip on which Ocho Rios stands.  Indeed, the name of the town may 
be a corruption of  "chorreras", a Spanish word meaning "spouts of water" or "rapids"; 
but many more falls, including some of the country=s highest and most spectacular, 
occur inland, in the Blue Mountains at the eastern end of the island.  These falls remain 
undeveloped for tourism, but a few are now being visited by some of the more 
adventurous tourists who are prepared to negotiate the rough tracks through remote 
forest and mountain country. 
 
Most of the Jamaican waterfalls that have been developed for tourism lie on or close to 
the main north coast road, including Somerset Falls near Port Antonio as well as those 
in the Ocho Rios area.  The latter include those in the Dunn=s River and several on the 
Cave and Turtle Rivers.  Being very close to a major tourist resort which has developed 
mainly on the basis of its attractive climate, its calm sheltered bay, and white sand 
beaches (largely artificial), the developed waterfalls in the Ocho Rios area clearly fit 
into the >user-oriented= category of attractions. 
 
It could be argued however, that the internationally famous Dunn=s River Falls Χ 
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included in Barton=s (1974) pictorial survey, Waterfalls of the World Χ have some of 
the qualities of a resource-based recreation area, but this cannot be said of other Ocho 
Rios waterfalls which are exploited for tourism.  These minor falls are without doubt 
user-oriented recreation areas, and are promoted largely in association with other 
attractions such as gardens and restaurants.  The Turtle or Eden Falls, for example, 
provide a romantic backdrop, illuminated at night, for elegant alfresco dining at the 
Ruins Restaurant, while several little cascades are publicised features of the Enchanted 
Garden with its "acres of jungle flowers, forest and waterfalls" (advertisement in Ulrich 
1995:117).  The Enchanted Garden also advertises its fine restaurants, luxury 
accommodation, and sports and health club facilities.  Until the development of this 
Ocho Rios property as a tourist attraction, the waterfalls there were practically unknown 
and unremarked.  Now, as often happens when natural scenery is exploited for tourism, 
these modest landscape features have acquired fanciful names Χ Brains Falls, Ooh Falls 
and Aah Falls.  They are not the kind of waterfalls which are likely to tempt tourists to 
go far out of their way to see, but as features of a highly promoted attraction close to a 
major resort centre, they receive many more visitors than do the little known 
magnificent falls hidden in the remote valleys of the Blue Mountains. 
 
Significantly, waterfall climbing is one of the advertised attractions of The Enchanted 
Garden, and this tourist activity, first popularised at Dunn=s River Falls, is now offered 
at several Jamaican tourist places which feature waterfalls.  Invariably, the waterfalls 
themselves are but one element of a package of attractions which typically include 
rainforest, historic buildings and working plantations together with refreshment and 
shopping facilities. 
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The most significant Jamaican waterfall tourism development in recent years has been 
at the YS Estate, at an inland site well away from the established tourist resorts of the 
north coast, but quite close to the island=s main southern highway.  Known for many 
years only to those visitors who were prepared to go off the beaten tourist track, the YS 
Falls received local publicity in the 1980s when there were plans to harness them for 
hydro-electric power generation.  The political decision not to proceed with this scheme 
but to preserve the falls as a resource for tourism stimulated their development as a 
major attraction (Jampress 1989:1).  Apart from a reception area with the usual ticket 
office, food and drink outlets, souvenir shops, toilets and the rest, there are also tractor-
hauled open sided trailers to transport visitors to and from the falls.  In the words of one 
guide-book, the YS Falls are "What Dunn=s River Falls used to be" (Runge 1993:224), 
and to avoid the overcrowding and environmental degradation experienced at the 
famous Ocho Rios attraction, the YS property owners set limits on the numbers of 
visitors allowed access to the site. 
 
As the better known and more accessible waterfalls become fully exploited increasing 
demand for this kind of attraction leads to the development of other resources.  
Eventually, a waterfall which is exploited in this way may be transformed from "an 
existing natural resource open to the public" into one which is >developed with 
additional attractions=, including facilities such as restaurants and shops, and activities 
such as bathing and waterfall climbing.  And Jamaica already has examples of 
waterfalls which are "created resources", including artificial cascades at resorts and in 
restaurants. 
 
Developments at Dunn=s River Falls and Bathing Beach have now reached a level that 
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puts this double attraction clearly into the category "developed with additional 
attractions", the latter including car parks, picnic areas, board walks, a wide variety of 
food and drink outlets, crafts market,  musical entertainment, and of course, the much 
publicised activity of waterfall climbing.  Other Jamaican waterfalls are clearly 
following the example of Dunn=s River and are developing additional attractions in 
order to compete successfully in the tourist market. 
 
In her typology of tourist attractions in Jamaica, van Barneveld (1993) uses a three fold 
classification: nature-based, heritage-based and culture-based attractions.  Waterfalls are 
placed in the first category which is divided into two sub-groups, "undeveloped natural 
attractions" and "managed nature-based attractions".  The best known Jamaican 
waterfall attractions are of the latter type, and, as others which are relatively untouched 
by tourism became increasingly recognised by the industry, they, too, are likely to 
become "managed" resources. 
 
 
CONCLUSION 
Inevitably, with the maximum exploitation of the best known and most accessible 
waterfalls, especially if overdevelopment and environmental degradation reduce their 
attraction, continuing demand may lead to the development of other resources.  These 
include waterfalls which are scenic resources of high quality in relatively remote or 
inaccessible areas, and others, possibly of inferior quality, which have the locational 
advantage of proximity to important population and tourism centres.  The waterfalls in 
the latter category are clearly examples of user-oriented attractions, those in the former 
possessing some of the attributes of the resource-based recreation area. 
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What becomes clear from this discussion of waterfalls is that the concept of resource-
based and user-oriented recreation areas and attractions is a highly relative one.  A 
"waterfall lover" living in Kingston, Jamaica may particularly enjoy day or weekend 
trips to Dunn=s River Falls, or to the more distant but less intensively developed YS or 
Reach Falls, but when time is short may be willing to make do with the less attractive 
Cane River Falls, a few kilometres east of the city.  In this example, Dunn=s River, YS 
and Reach Falls might be considered as resource-based attractions, while those on the 
Cane River must be regarded as user-oriented ones.  The Jamaican "waterfall buff", 
however, may yearn to see the great waterfalls of South and North America, perhaps 
saving up for a once-in-a-lifetime trip to see the resource-based attractions of Iguassu, 
Kaieteur, Angel or Niagara Falls.  Until then, occasional visits to Jamaican waterfalls 
must suffice as user-oriented attractions, shared with overseas tourists who come to the 
island for sun, sand and sea, but who find pleasure in looking at, even climbing, the 
lovely cascades which are among the many attractions locally available. 
 
While many waterfalls constitute tourist attractions, very few can be regarded as tourist 
destinations, although several destinations owe much of their appeal to the waterfalls 
which characterise their scenic landscapes.  There can be no doubt, however, that as 
resources for tourism, waterfalls play important roles in many countries, in both the  
"developed" and "developing" worlds.  Like other scenic resources which are exploited 
for recreation and tourism, however, waterfalls are susceptible to inappropriate 
development, including overuse and environmental mismanagement.  Although 
theoretically, as scenery waterfalls can be regarded as non-wasting resources, in 
practice, their exploitation often leads to change or deterioration in quality which may 
exclude them from the renewable resource category.  With the expansion of nature-
based or eco-tourism, we can expect many more pristine waterfalls to be "brought into 
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production" as scenic resources, and others, already developed for tourism, more 
intensively exploited.  We must try to ensure that these natural resources, long admired 
for their beauty, will be managed in a way that makes the term "sustainable" something 
more than a tourist industry catchword. 
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